Health-Related Quality of Life in patients with hepatitis C in double and triple therapy*

Qualidade de vida relacionada à saúde em pacientes com hepatite C em terapia dupla e tripla
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ABSTRACT

Objective: Comparing Health-Related Quality of Life (HRQoL) scores in patients with chronic hepatitis C undergoing double and triple antiviral therapy and analyzing possible factors related to HRQoL. Method: HRQoL was assessed using the Short Form 36 and Chronic Liver Disease Questionnaire, which were applied at baseline and at weeks 4, 12 and 16 of treatment to 32 patients divided into two groups: double therapy with pegylated interferon (IFN-PEG) and ribavirin, and triple therapy with PEG-IFN, ribavirin and telaprevir. Results: The reduction of HRQoL was greater in patients receiving triple therapy compared to those treated with two drugs, the most critical time is at 12 weeks in both groups. After removal of telaprevir, the triple therapy group significantly improved their HRQoL scores. Anxiety and depression before treatment, employment status and race are significantly related to diminished HRQoL. Conclusion: Patients undergoing double and triple therapy have diminished HRQoL indexes, but the addition of telaprevir chooses a more significant decrease.
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INTRODUCTION

Approximately 1.5% of the world population is chronically infected by the Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)\(^{(1-3)}\). In addition to its high prevalence, chronic Hepatitis C is a leading cause of liver cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma and liver transplant indications worldwide\(^{(4-5)}\).

Recently in Brazil, new drugs have become available for treating chronic hepatitis C, namely direct action antivirals such as telaprevir (TVR) and boceprevir (BOC). They are recommended for patients with genotype 1 and advanced fibrosis. If, on the one hand there has been a 30% increase in sustained virological response (SVR) rates\(^{(6-8)}\), on the other, the frequency and severity of adverse events have significantly increased\(^{(6-8)}\).

Lately, Health–Related Quality of Life (HRQoL) has gained prominence as a tool to assess the impact of chronic diseases and their treatments on the perception of health and patient well-being\(^{(9-10,12-13)}\). For this purpose, Short Form 36 (SF-36), a generic instrument, and Chronic Liver Disease Questionnaire (CLDQ), which is specifically for HRQoL analysis in patients with chronic liver disease, have been used\(^{(11)}\).

Studies have shown that untreated patients with chronic hepatitis C and those undergoing antiviral therapy with pegylated interferon (PEG–IFN) and ribavirin present significant diminished quality of life indices\(^{(6-8,10-12,13)}\). However, in Brazil there is the perspective of providing more effective drugs and with fewer adverse events, and triple therapy with telaprevir will possibly remain as a therapeutic option. Therefore, the aim of this study was to assess HRQoL scores in patients with chronic hepatitis C undergoing double (PEG–IFN and RBV) and triple therapy (PEG–IFN, RBV and TVR) and to identify possible factors involved in the perception of HRQoL.

METHOD

A prospective cohort observational study which included patients aged between 18 and 75 years and who had a diagnosis of chronic hepatitis C established by the presence of HCV in RNA serum carried out by the Polymerase Chain Reaction – Real Time (RT–PCR) technique with antiviral therapy indication as per the recommendations of the Clinical and Therapeutic Protocol Guidelines for Viral Hepatitis C of the Brazilian Ministry of Health, 2013, Decree number 221 from July\(^{(14)}\) 2011 – SVS/MS\(^{(15)}\). Genotyping was performed by the same procedure and both tests were performed at Fundação Ezequiel Dias, Belo Horizonte. All patients were on regular follow-up in the Reference Center for Viral Hepatitis at the University Hospital Gastroenterology Service of the Universidade Federal de Juiz de Fora (HU–UFJF), in the period from March 2012 to July 2014. All medications are offered free by the Unified Brazilian Health System (SUS).

Patients under 18 or over 75 years of age, those infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), Hepatitis B virus (HBV) and chronic kidney disease (creatinine greater than 1.5 mg/dL) were excluded.

According to the protocol of the Brazilian Ministry of Health (2013), patients infected with genotype 1 with grade 3 or 4 liver fibrosis should receive triple therapy, and double therapy for the remaining others. Double therapy consists in the use of PEG–IFN alpha 2a (180 micrograms) or 2b (1.5 micrograms/kg of body weight) along with ribavirin 1000 mg (<75 kg) and 1250mg/day (≥75kg), once a week. Treatment duration is 24 weeks for genotype 2 or 3, and 48 weeks for genotype 1. In addition to PEG–IFN and RBV, the triple therapy group received telaprevir (TPV) at a dose of 1.125 mg twice day for the first 12 weeks, followed by double therapy until the end of treatment\(^{(14)}\). All patients were followed up to 16 weeks of treatment, since the aim of the study was to determine the influence of telaprevir on HRQoL indexes, and what differs between both groups up to the 12\(^{th}\) week of treatment is the presence of telaprevir. To check the behavior of HRQoL scores after the withdrawal of telaprevir, a new evaluation of HRQoL was performed 4 weeks after its suspension (at 16 weeks). Clinical follow-ups were conducted according to the CRHV routine of the HU–UFJF. According to therapeutic guidelines of the Ministry of Health, new determinations of HCV viral load were conducted at weeks 4 and 12. A negative HCV viral load at week 4 was considered as a rapid virological response (RVR), and for patients on triple therapy, rapid virological response extended to negative HCV viral load at weeks 4 and 12. The criteria for therapy discontinuation were based on the recommendations of the Ministry of Health protocol.

Prior to the start of therapy, sociodemographic variables (gender, age, race, marital status, employment status, education level, smoking, alcohol consumption), laboratory variables (genotype, HCV viral load, hemoglobin levels), and histological information (degree of liver fibrosis according to the METAVIR Scale, 1996) were collected through clinical consultation carried out by the assistant team and an interview conducted by the researcher.

At baseline, and at weeks 4, 12 and 16 of treatment, anxiety and depression were screened through the application of the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) using the translated and validated version for the Brazilian population. HADS consists of 14 items, seven for anxiety identification (HADS–A) and seven for depression symptoms (HADS–D), and it only takes into account psychological symptoms. A depression episode was considered for patients with HADS–D > 8 and HADS–A > 8\(^{(15)}\).

In order to assess HRQoL, all study participants responded to the Short Form 36 (SF-36) and to the Chronic Liver Diseases Questionnaire (CLDQ). The questionnaires were applied in Portuguese at baseline and at weeks 4, 12, and 16 of therapy. Assistant staff was blinded to the results of applied scores. SF-36 is a generic instrument universally used to assess HRQoL\(^{(16-17)}\). SF-36 questionnaire consists of 11 questions and 36 items covering eight domains: physical functioning, physical aspects, bodily pain, general health perceptions, vitality, social functioning, emotional functioning and mental health. For data analysis, the eight domains were grouped into two major components: Physical Com-
ponent Summary (PCS) and Mental Component Summary (MCS). The individual received a score in each domain, ranging from 0 to 100, with 0 being the worst and 100 the best\(^{17}\). CLDQ is specific to assess HRQoL in patients with chronic liver disease. It consists of 29 items divided into six domains: abdominal symptoms, fatigue, systemic symptoms, activity, emotional function and worry. The scores calculated for each domain ranged from 1 to 7. Higher scores indicated a minimum frequency of symptoms, and hence a better HRQoL. Total score is calculated based on the average of all 29 items\(^{19}\).

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 16.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Non-parametric variables were expressed as median and those with normal distribution as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Descriptive statistics of all the relevant variables for the two groups were calculated. For data analysis, HRQoL indexes were compared among double and triple therapy groups. Independent t-test was used to compare the differences of means at each moment of therapy. Multivariate linear regression model was used to identify factors independently associated to HRQoL. Regression analysis of the variables in the correlation analysis that had p<0.15 were included. For comparison, the level of significance was P<0.05.

The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee Research of HU-UFJF, Brazil, CAAE 01601512.6.0000.5133.

RESULTS

32 patients were included, being 17 treated with double therapy (INF + RIB) and 15 with triple therapy (INF + RIB + TEL). Most patients were female (59%) and 25% were married. There was a predominance of genotype 1 (75%) and liver cirrhosis was present in 34% of patients. The comparative analysis between the two groups showed no difference in terms of sociodemographic characteristics, such as gender, race, marital status, education, professional status, smoking or alcohol consumption, which shows homogeneity between groups.

HRQoL ACCORDING SF-36

At baseline, the average of Physical Component Summary (PCS) from SF-36 was similar in the double and triple therapy groups (51.5 ± 8.4 vs. 53.8 ± 6.0; p=0.413). After the start of treatment, HRQoL scores declined in both groups, but in the triple therapy group the reduction was more pronounced. At week 12, the PCS average was worse in patients treated with three drugs (27.7 ± 4.06 vs. 37.6 ± 8.23; p = 0.001). At week 16, four weeks after telaprevir discontinuation, there was a recovery of PCS scores, however, they still remained lower in the triple therapy group (35.0 ± 3.66 vs. 40.8 ± 9.33; p = 0.026). Comparing the differences (decrease) between the contents of the PCS before treatment and at week 12 (-26.03 ± 8.11 vs. -11.88 ± 10.65; p < 0.001) there was a greater reduction observed in the triple therapy patients (Figure 1). Among the PCS domains, physical functioning (PF) was the most compromised in the triple compared to double therapy, at weeks 4 (34.66 ± 2.85 vs. 64.17 ± 2.39; p = 0.003) and week 12 (17.06 ± 1.60 vs. 59.52 ± 2.64; p < 0.001). At week 16, four weeks after the withdrawal of telaprevir, physical functioning (PF) became similar between the groups (55.82 ± 2.58 vs. 45.53 ± 1.03; p = 0.144).

Figure 1 – Physical Component Summary (PCS) during the 16 weeks of treatment, SF-36 – Juiz de Fora, MG, Brazil, 2014.

At baseline, the Mental Components Summary (MCS) of the SF-36 were similar in both groups (60.1 ± 3.80 vs. 55.1 ± 9.11; p = 0.067). At weeks 4 and 12, MCS scores were similar, but at week 16, the average MCS was lower in patients undergoing triple therapy (36.2 ± 5.46 vs. 46.4 ± 1.19; p = 0.004) (Figure 2). Among MCS domains, vitality (VIT) was the most affected. The average for the VIT domain was significantly lower in patients on triple therapy at weeks 4 (26.93 ± 1.04 vs. 52.64 ± 3.09; p = 0.004) and 12 (23.66 ± 1.90 vs. 51.76 ± 2.76; p = 0.002). At week 16, four weeks after the withdrawal of telaprevir, the VIT scores were similar in both groups (46.53 ± 9.97 vs. 53.82 ± 2.94; p = 0.348). The difference (increase) in VIT rates at week 16 compared to week 12 was significantly higher in patients treated with three drugs (22.86 ± 2.44 vs. 2.95 ± 2.26; p = 0.015).

Figure 2 – Mental Component Summary (MCS) during the 16 weeks of treatment, SF-36 – Juiz de Fora, MG, Brazil, 2014.

When analyzing the domains individually, week 12 showed the worst scores of HRQoL. Physical functioning (PF) (17.06 ± 1.60 vs. 59.52 ± 2.64; p = 0.001), physical aspects (PA) (0.00 ± 0.00 vs. 30.82 ± 3.7; p = 0.003), bodily pain (31.96 ± 2.83 vs. 61.17 ± 2.84; p = 0.007), vitality (VIT) (23.66 ± 1.90 vs. 51.76 ± 2.76; p = 0.002), social functioning (SF) (37.53 ± 2.840 vs. 73.79 ± 3.43; p = 0.003),
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\(^{17}\) See reference for details on CLDQ and its specific use in chronic liver disease.

\(^{18}\) SF-36: Physical Component Summary

\(^{19}\) SF-36: Mental Component Summary
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emotional functioning (EF) (21.66 ± 3.88 vs. 56.70 ± 4.95; p=0.033) and mental health (MH) (42.16 ± 2.11 vs. 61.58 ± 2.66; p=0.031) were significantly worse in the triple therapy group.

**HRQoL according to CLDQ**

At baseline, total CLDQ score was similar in both groups (6.30 ± 0.55 vs. 6.20 ± 0.86; p=0.69). However, during treatment scores were significantly worse in the triple therapy group at 4 weeks (5.29 ± 1.02 vs. 3.96 ± 0.81; p <0.001) and 12 weeks (4.97 ± 1.00 vs. 3.40 ± 1.19; p<0.001). At week 16, four weeks after discontinuation of telaprevir, the scores remained worse in the triple therapy group (5.28 ± 1.08 vs. 4.25 ± 0.89; p=0.007) (Figure 3).

**Identifying HRQoL Predictors – SF 36 and CLDQ**

With predictors of quality of life, it became evident that triple therapy was independently associated with lower HRQoL by both the SF-36 and the CLDQ. Regarding the SPC, only the triple treatment was associated with diminished HRQoL (β= – 0.680, p<0.001). The presence of anxiety (β= – 0.602, p<0.001) and depression (β= – 0.571, p=0.001) before treatment and employment status (β= 0.425, p=0.0015) was associated with the SMC. According to CLDQ, anxiety (β= – 0.592, p<0.001), depression (β= – 0.614, p<0.001), triple therapy (β= – 0.593, p<0.001), race (β= 0.360, p=0.043) and employment status (β= 0.356, p=0.045) were predictors of HRQoL. The decline of HRQoL scores according to the CLDQ questionnaire was associated with a higher chance of obtaining rapid virological response (RVR) (β= 0.388, p=0.028), being higher in the triple therapy group (93.3% vs. 47.1%; p=0.003).

**DISCUSSION**

In recent years, the treatment of chronic hepatitis C has substantially evolved with the introduction of more effective drugs with fewer adverse events. In Brazil, the standard treatment for patients with HCV genotype 1 and advanced fibrosis is triple therapy with protease telaprevir and boceprevir inhibitors. In addition to efficacy and safety, quality of life measures are important parameters to be determined during antiviral therapy and increasingly valued for selecting the most appropriate treatments.

It is known that chronic hepatitis C causes a decline in HRQoL indexes, even without advanced liver disease\(^{19-20}\). In a systematic review including 15 studies, patients with chronic hepatitis C without signs of advanced disease declined in HRQoL of the SF-36 in both physical and mental component summary\(^{(21)}\). As expected in patients with liver cirrhosis, the HRQoL reduction is even greater\(^{(22-23)}\).

Until recently, the standard therapy of chronic hepatitis C was a PEG-IFN and ribavirin combination. However, this treatment is associated with a number of adverse effects such as fatigue, influenza-like symptoms (flu-like), anemia, and neuropsychiatric disorders that affect quality of life and eventually lead to discontinuation of therapy. A study of 1860 patients with chronic hepatitis C treated with PEG-IFN and ribavirin showed a reduction in quality of life scores from SF-36\(^{(24)}\). Studies evaluating the quality of life in patients undergoing double therapy are scarce and triple therapy even scarcer.

In our study, it was demonstrated that patients treated with three drugs (telaprevir) had a greater reduction in quality of life indexes. According to the SF-36, the most significant decrease was in the PCS, specifically in functional capacity. It was noted that week 12 was the most critical, and at week 16, four weeks after the withdrawal of telaprevir, there was a recovery of HRQoL, but it still remained lower in comparison to patients on double therapy. This fact clearly shows that telaprevir is responsible for these findings. Although this study has the limitation of not having evaluated the association between anemia and HRQoL, it is possible that the lower HRQoL rates observed in patients on triple therapy can be justified by its presence. The treatment of patients with double therapy is associated with the development of dose-dependent hemolytic anemia induced by ribavirin. The addition of telaprevir increases the incidence of anemia, as was shown in one study in which 30% and 15% of patients treated with triple therapy (PEG-IFN + ribavirin + telaprevir) and double therapy developed anemia, respectively\(^{(25)}\). In a study published evaluating the safety of telaprevir in 1782 patients, it was demonstrated that patients treated with PEG-IFN and ribavirin showed a reduction in quality of life scores from SF-36\(^{(24)}\).
patients with advanced liver fibrosis, anemia was present in 931 (59%) patients and 157 (10%) patients required blood transfusions\(^{20}\). Another study reported that 90% of 2084 patients treated with triple therapy in the US experienced adverse events, requiring some intervention and 39% of patients discontinued therapy prematurely\(^{27}\). It is possible that such events have also contributed to the diminished HRQoL observed in this study.

Regarding MCS, the reduction was only higher in patients undergoing triple therapy at week 16. Adverse events on neuropsychological functions during antiviral therapy are mainly related to Interferon, and the addition of telaprevir might not enhance such effects, which may explain this finding.

According to CLDQ, the behavior of quality of life scores was very similar to that observed with the SF-36, showing good concordance between the questionnaires. It was worse in patients on triple therapy at weeks 4 and 12 with partial recovery at week 16, but remained worse at this point when compared to patients on double therapy. In both questionnaires week 12 was critical, during which we observed the lowest levels of HRQoL. Similarly, other studies showed lower levels of HRQoL at week 12 of treatment with double therapy\(^{24,28}\).

During antiviral therapy, it is important to identify factors associated with deterioration of HRQoL early on so that interventions can be made with the objective of maintaining treatment, thereby avoiding its premature interruption and failure. Treatment with three drugs was independently associated to a diminished HRQoL, which motivates the search for new drugs, which fortunately are to be made available soon in Brazil. However, it is possible that telaprevir may still remain as a therapeutic option in Brazil. In our study, the presence of anxiety and depression prior to treatment, employment status and race were associated with HRQoL. Thus, routine screening of psychiatric disorders appear to be recommended.

An important predictor of SVR is the negativity of the virus in the fourth week of treatment, corresponding to rapid virological response. As expected, RVR occurred more often in the triple therapy group (93.3% vs. 47.1%; \(p=0.003\)) and, interestingly, a relationship between worse HRQoL according to CLDQ and RVR was demonstrated. Studies have shown that the occurrence of significant adverse events is related to a higher chance of SVR, and that there is an association between lower levels of hemoglobin and sustained virological response among patients with chronic hepatitis C treated with PEG-IFN and ribavirin\(^{29}\).

The small sample size can be highlighted as the main limitation of the study, justified by a restrictive inclusion criteria for patients on antiviral therapy with protease inhibitors. Another limitation is that the treatment of chronic hepatitis C with telaprevir will soon be replaced by new direct action antiviral agents, but the understanding of the evolution of antiviral therapy in its various aspects such as efficacy, tolerance and quality of life remains relevant.

In Brazil, the approval of the second generation Direct Action Antivirals (DAA) Daclatasvir, Simeprevir and Sofosbuvir are expected in 2015. These drugs are highly efficient, have a low incidence of adverse events, and a more convenient dosage, which enables shorter treatment and eligibility of a larger number of patients\(^{20}\). Furthermore, in a recent study it was shown that the use of Sofosbuvir caused a minimal impact on HRQoL in patients undergoing antiviral therapy, demonstrating its good tolerance\(^{25}\).

**CONCLUSION**

According to SF-36 and CLDQ, patients undergoing double and triple therapy have reduced HRQoL indexes, but the addition of telaprevir confers a more significant decrease of HRQoL. In Brazil, the incorporation of new drugs for the treatment of patients with chronic hepatitis C with less impact on quality of life is pressing.
mostraron relacionados con la reducción de la CVRS. **Conclusión:** Pacientes sometidos a la terapia doble y triple presentan reducción de los índices de CVRS, pero la adición del telaprevir les proporciona una caída más expresiva.
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